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The African Professionalisation Initiative has recently completed the development and piloting 
of its Accelerated Learning Programme. The programme targets senior public finance officials 
who do not have a professional accounting or auditing qualification. A professional 
accountancy organisation can use it as a pathway for such individuals to obtain a professional 
qualification. 
 
The learning programme is entirely online. It was developed over two years by the API with 
their consulting partner IASeminars under the oversight of the API’s Academic Advisory 
Committee. It was funded by the United Kingdom’s Department for International Development 
under the International Federation of Accountants’ Professional Accountancy Organisation 
Capacity Building Programme. 
 
This article summarises ten lessons learnt by the API team as they led this ground-breaking 
project. 

 

 
 

 

The API accelerated learning programme uses no video and only a few pictures. But learners 
still found the programme engaging and effective. Why? 

 
Let us start with a few downsides of video. 

• Video is usually a one-way medium (the teacher speaks to the learner). It is the 
“sage on the stage” principle, except you cannot ask questions! Videos that 
include learner interaction can be more engaging, but they are expensive to 
produce. 

• It is often problematic for the learner to go back through a video to find 
information (unless the videos are concise). 

• Video is challenging to maintain. When there are changes in the subject 
matter or corrections need to be made, a video will usually need to be re-
recorded. 

• Video simply isn’t viable for learners with limited internet access or who rely 
on mobile devices where data costs are high. 

• Video will seldom be enough to develop competence. Additional mediums such 
as case studies or exercises will be needed for deep learning to take place. 

 
The API uses problem-based learning as its primary learning methodology. Wherever possible, 
the learner is provided with problems or case studies to which they can relate. Each screen 
has short nuggets of information and typically conclude with the learner needing to make a 
choice. 

1 
You don’t need video to make learning 
fun and interactive 
 

https://www.iaseminars.com/
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When API learning content is rolled out at country level, professional accountancy organisations 
and accountancy educators may want to complement the online content with face-to-face 
tutorials or their own video content. Nonetheless, the outcomes of the pilot process confirm that 
the approach applied is effective. 

 
 
 

 
 
All API assessments are computer marked and include both practice and final evaluations. 
Assessments were built for each unit and, in most cases, focused on one to three competencies 
at a time. Each assessment includes both short questions and case study-based questions. The 
latter consists of a case study and several sub-questions, assessing the learner’s ability to apply 
concepts learnt to real scenarios. 
 
For practice assessments, the learner receives immediate post-assessment feedback with 
detailed explanations for incorrect answers. These are considered formative and an integral part 
of the learning process. Final assessments pull from a question bank and incorporate 
randomisation wherever possible to ensure the integrity of the assessments. 

 

Best practice for multiple-choice questions was used whenever possible. These approaches 
allow one question to assess multiple facets of a competency. This includes: 

• Ensuring careful alignment to the respective competencies. 

• Providing viable distractors (avoiding wrong answers which are obviously incorrect). 

• Using question stems that ask for the “most correct” answer. 

• Using questions where the learner must select one or more correct options. 

• Avoiding ambiguity. 

 
The API has pushed the boundaries of what can be assessed with computer marking. This 
includes using worksheet-based questions and short written answers. It was not unusual for 
more time to be spent developing and programming assessments than on producing the actual 
content. The result is assessments requiring the learner to demonstrate their competence more 
thoroughly than a traditional written exam.  

2 
You can assess competence with computer-
marked objective testing 
 

Instead of a “next” button, the navigation buttons have meaning 
themselves. These might be choices the learner makes based on 
a presented problem or a question to prepare the learner for the 
information they will receive on the next page. This approach 
gives API content a “page-turner” quality. The learner is intrigued 
about what will come on the next screen and is motivated to keep 
going. 
 
Whenever possible, the learner is given short, interactive 
exercises to check their understanding. This can be as simple as 
a true or false question or as practical as capturing a journal 
entry. These exercises provide diversity to the content and help 
to keep the learner engaged. A small minority of the API pilot 
learners did express a desire for videos to complement the text-
based content. It was considered unlikely that the benefits of this 
approach would outweigh the cost. 
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All API units include problem-based lessons, practice and final assessments, and 
downloadable notes. The downloadable notes are simply a PDF-based transcript of the 
problem-based lessons but without the interactivity offered by online learning. 

  
Despite the limitations of the notes, pilot learners consistently cited these downloadable notes 
as one of their favourite elements of the programme. This is because they provided an easy 
reference that learners could refer to on the job. It also offered a way to continue learning even 
when there was no available internet connection. 

 
Having something to take away for future reference helps the learner focus more on 
understanding than on memorisation. 
 
It is tempting when developing online learning to focus on the fun, interactive elements. 
These are important, but it can be more important to give learners choices in learning and 
interacting with the content. For the API, this included different ways to learn and the ability 
to learn on any device. 
  

3 
There is value in downloadable notes 
(and offering other flexibility) 
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When developing long-form learning programmes, it is necessary to have some basic structure 
and style guides for content authors to follow. In addition, it is important for the learner to feel 
familiar with the structure as they progress through the programme. But this does not mean that 
all content should “sound” the same. 
 
When working through the API’s accelerated learning programme modules, it was evident that 
different authors wrote the content. While the broad structure is the same, each author has a 
clear and unique voice. This keeps the programme interesting and encourages divergent 
thinking. 
 
One of the great benefits of the university environment is the variety of lecturing styles to which 
learners are exposed. One learner may enjoy one style more than another, but all learners will 
not enjoy the same style. Therefore, it is helpful to not restrict the personal style of content 
authors in online learning so that their unique voice can come through and learners can benefit 
from different approaches and perspectives. 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 
During the piloting of the accelerated learning programme, completion rates started off very 
high but dropped as time progressed. Various factors contributed to this. But learners who 
completed the majority of modules emphasised the value of personal contact from the API 
staff. 
 
A long, asynchronous, online learning programme can become a lonely and challenging 
experience. Many things can go wrong and derail the learner’s progress. Having a friendly 
contact available to provide support is essential. 
 
Equally, regular contact with a real-life person who motivates you to keep going can be the 
difference between completion and failure. The API is exploring options for both centralised 
support and a mentoring system using in-country peers and supervisors. In addition, 
implementing “learning communities” in the learning platform can encourage peer-to-peer 
exchanges and increase engagement.  

 
  

5 Personal contact improves completion rates 

4 Embrace the different voices of authors 
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The API implemented a robust quality assurance process for the development of the 
accelerated learning programme. Central to this process were subject matter experts (SMEs) 
(primarily members of the API’s Academic Advisory Committee) who oversaw the development 
of the modules. The SMEs were carefully selected and allocated to modules based on their 
experience and expertise. 
 
These SMEs participated in module kick-off meetings with the content authors to provide their 
expectations for each module. These discussions provided an opportunity for the SME to share 
practical challenges experienced in the African public sector and direct the authors on where 
they should focus. In some cases, the authors kept in contact with the SMEs as they wrote the 
material. 
 
The SMEs were responsible for reviewing draft content and assessments and provided many 
value-adding inputs for the authors to consider. There is no question that this process led to a 
better, more relevant final product. 

 
  

6 
Input from independent subject matter 
experts increases quality 
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Although online learning is not new, many API pilot learners reported that it was their first time 
doing an online course. Others reported having minimal experience with online learning. 
 
The majority of learners shared that their view on online learning was positively changed as a 
result of the programme. Some expressed surprise that they did not need to be in a classroom 
to be able to learn. 
 
While online learning is trending toward ubiquity, especially in the developed world, there are 
many people in transitioning economies who have not experienced the opportunities it offers. 
There is an excellent opportunity to leverage online learning to reach larger audiences and 
increase access to high quality, professional education. The API is well-positioned to be a part 
of this revolution. 

 
“The majority of learners shared that their view 
on online learable to learn.”  

 
 

7 Experience with online learning is still limited 

“The majority of learners shared that their view on 
online learning was positively changed as a result of 
the programme. Some expressed surprise that they 
did not need to be in a classroom to be able to learn” 

 

“The majority of learners shared that their view on online 
learning was positively changed as a result of the 
programme. Some expressed surprise that they did not 
need to be in a classroom to be able to learn” 
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One of the barriers to producing high-quality online learning is obtaining 
the expertise to produce and implement. Online learning is not the same 
as classroom learning. While some of the pedagogical principles are the 
same, the online environment presents different challenges and 
opportunities. 
 
The API benefited from an experienced team at their consulting partner 
IASeminars. This included individuals with decades of experience in 
online learning and instructional design, together with programming skills. 
 
The content authoring team was extensive and diverse. As the project 
continued, it became apparent when an author was experienced in writing 
for the online environment. Their approach was different and tailored to 
the toolkit available on the learning platform. For others, the first drafts 
sometimes looked more like a textbook or PowerPoint presentation than 
online learning! The online learning experts in the team helped to reshape 
the content  to be more fit-for-purpose. 
 
Similar challenges were experienced with assessments when authors did 
not possess online experience and objective testing methodologies. Other 
authors produced innovative and creative assessment questions that 
stretched the learning platform (and implementation team) to its limits! 
 
The API is prioritising the recruitment of an online learning expert for their 
central team. Other education providers transitioning to online are 
encouraged to either recruit these skills or invest heavily in upskilling their 
own teams. Additional programming expertise in HTML, JavaScript or 
other programming languages could be essential depending on the 
learning platform being used. 
 
The type of technology used in the learning platform will also influence 
the range of skills required. The API wanted their learning programmes to 
require nothing more than a web browser, and it needed to be accessible 
on all devices. Other approaches would have required additional skills. For 
example, an eLearning approach incorporating voice over, visual designs 
and animation would significantly increase production costs. A cost-
versus-benefit analysis is critical when selecting technologies and 
learning modalities. 

8 
Online learning development 
requires online learning experts 
 

https://www.iaseminars.com/
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Online learning is not a cheap alternative to classroom 
training. But it does provide the opportunity to reach many 
more learners. For the API, the aspirations of reaching tens of 
thousands of accountants and auditors in the African public 
sector provided a business case to invest in the learning 
programme. 

 
The API’s funding model leveraged donor funding for 
development costs and learner fees for maintenance costs. 
This meant a much more affordable product than if learners 
were expected to pay fees that covered development and 
maintenance costs. A large target audience is providing the scale 
to reduce the cost further. 

 
Online learning becomes viable when the scale is considerable. Regional 
or continental collaboration provides a pathway to such scale. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
In professional education, curriculum overload is a constant challenge. We have all seen those 
celebratory photos of newly qualified professionals standing next to a pile of textbooks as tall 
as themselves! The API’s accelerated learning programme could not afford this scenario. With a 
target audience of full-time, senior public finance officials, acceleration was always the 
operative word. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A competency-based approach to learning development ensures that only relevant content 
makes it into the programme. 

10 What do they really need to know? 

9 Scale is the name of the game 

This led to many difficult discussions of what topics were 
actually necessary. When content was too long, it needed 
to be reduced to focus on succinctly addressing the 
competency. In many cases, the “less is more” mantra was 
key. 
 
But the public’s expectations of professional accountants 
and auditors are high, and many topics simply had to stay. 
One mechanism used by the API to help was pre-
assessments. These provide experienced learners with an 
opportunity to “test out” of units where they are already 
competent without going through the actual content. The 
distinguishing mark of a professional qualification is the 
level of competence developed in the aspiring professional, 
not the notional time it takes them to complete the 
programme. 
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The API’s journey is just beginning, and many opportunities and 
challenges lie ahead. The Academic Advisory Committee is already 
planning for ongoing maintenance on the accelerated learning 
programme. A process of iterative improvement will lead to a 
progressive increase in its quality and effectiveness in growing the 
competence of professionals responsible for managing public 
finances. 

 

For more information on the API and its programmes, please 
visit: www.professionalisation.africa 

https://professionalisation.africa/

